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Abstract 

Though a clinical pathway is one of the tools used to guide ev-
idence-based healthcare, promoting the practice of evidence-
based decisions on healthcare services is incredibly challeng-
ing in low resource settings (LRS). This paper proposed a novel 
approach for designing an automated and dynamic generation 
of clinical pathways (CPs) in LRS through a hybrid 
(knowledge-based and data-driven based) algorithm that works 
with limited clinical input and can be updated whenever new 
information is available. Our proposed approach dynamically 
maps and validate the knowledge-based clinical pathways with 
the local context and historical evidence to deliver a multi-cri-
teria decision analysis (concordance table) for adjusting or re-
adjusting the order of knowledge-based CPs decision priority. 
Our finding shows that the developed approach successfully de-
livered probabilistic-based CPs and found a promising result 
with Jimma Health Center “pregnancy, childbearing, and fam-
ily planning” dataset.  
Keywords:  

Clinical Decision Support Systems, Clinical Pathway, low re-

source settings.  

Introduction 

A clinical pathway (CP) is used for maintaining quality care 

and standardization of the care process through an algorithm, 

guidelines or evidence [1, 2]. Introducing CP has been shown 

as a practical and efficient tool for assisting treatment decisions, 

improving outcomes, and reducing cost [3, 4]. To design a CP, 

either knowledge-based or data-driven approach have been ex-

ecuted based on the context, principle, and strategy. The 

knowledge-based CP is designed using paper-based, Infor-

mation technology (IT)-based, or clinical guideline based (also 

referred as model-based approaches). The paper-based CP can 

be delivered from the best experience and local conditions, the 

IT-based approach automate the paper-based CP and has  

Figure 1: Typical structure (flow) of knowledge-based CPs 
customized from [22] 

been successful to overcome limitations of the paper-based ap-

proach [5, 6, 7, and 8], and the clinical guidelines (CGs) can be 

executed by translating CGs into CP. Information extracted 

from CG is used as an input for pathway development. How-

ever, CGs are “ambiguous, incomplete and inconsistent” [9, 

10]. In summary, CP can be customized to local conditions and 

reach consensus among professionals. However, automation 

and translation of CGs cannot introduce a CP, by definition, ra-

ther computerized interpretable CGs [7, 8, 9, and 10]. Thus, 

contextualizing CP is very crucial and it is important to 

distinguish the difference between computerized CG and CP.  

Figure 2: Automated and Dynamic Clinical Pathways: A 
flowchart for CP entry, Pseudocode for CP processing, and 
tracing evidence to map and validate knowledge based CPs, 

and multi-criteria decision output 
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Whereas the data-driven CP is designed and integrated with the 

existing electronic health records [11, 12, 13, and 14]. Ontol-

ogy, probabilistic, and neural network techniques are adopted 

to enable efficient and adaptive service [15, 16]. However, deal-

ing with ontology-based CP summarization (or presentation) 

are challenging because of the complex nature of CP varia-

tion analysis, accepted standards, and hospital (or healthcare) 

characteristics. In the case of the probabilistic-based CP 

[17], when the number of attributes increases, resulting in an 

exponential number of lookups to deliver recommendations. 

Though the neural network has shown a promising result for 

reducing cost and predicting CP variation analysis, learning 

from small and messy data, and intelligent data acquisition re-

quires further exploration [24, 25, and 26]. 

However, putting evidence into practice is particularly chal-

lenging in low resource settings (LRS), and the gap results in 

“ineffective treatments that drain the health systems” [17]. The 

current study highlights two research challenges: (I). Despite 

the fact that CP has been focused on data-intensive contexts, a 

significant amount of CP evidence is kept in paper files/charts 

and circulated in hospital settings [19], and (II). A typical CP 

guideline-based recommendation, as illustrated in Figure 1, 

provides referrals and locally treatable pathways based on the 

observed signs and symptoms. However, a low priority may be-

come a high priority if historical records are traced (consid-

ered). Arbitrariness in entry point selection and presenting 

multi-criteria evidence (e.g. concordance table) for decision 
were still difficult. Therefore, there is a need to bring a trade-

off mechanism for designing and implementing CP in LRS. 

The study brought both the knowledge-based and data-driven 

techniques together to address the existing challenges and im-

plement a link between evidence and practice for promoting the 

practice of evidence-based care or services. These aims to re-

duce delay in (i) the decision to seek care assistance by uncov-

ering referral and locally treatable cases, (ii) identifying the de-

cision priority of the referral and locally treatable cases, and 

(iii) the processing of accurate and real-time information. 

Methods 

An automated and dynamic clinical pathway was designed for 

low resource settings. The automated CP contains a range of 

functions: (I). Initiating entry point for CP, (II). Generating CP 

for identifying the referral (R) and local treatable (T) cases 

based on measured symptoms (MS), combinations of symp-

toms, and indicators (rule sets). The generated CP list was 

ranked and pruned based on the ranking and pruning parameters 

respectively. This design provides the mapping of knowledge-

based CP using evidence (or historical records) and hence pro-

vides visualization of CP, and (III). Displaying a multi-criteria 

decision output (or concordance table). The concordance table 

is used for adjusting or re-adjusting the decision priority of gen-

erated CP. The overall flow of the design is presented in Figure 
2. Here below, we presented a detailed description of how au-

tomated and dynamic clinical pathways were designed. 

2.1 Entry point for CP 

An automated input was designed for accepting the measured 

signs and symptoms. The aim was to reduce arbitrariness in en-

try point selection. The CP input is flexible and user friendly 

for validating the measured symptoms and error correcting. The 

automated input provides a range of choices for initiating the 

CP such as using evidence from historical records, dominant 

factors or dynamically initiate based on the signs and symptoms 

extracted from the clinical guidelines. The detail of an auto-

mated CP entry point is presented in Figure 2. 

2.2 CP Processing 

A dynamic CP algorithm was designed for processing the CP 

using the measured symptoms. The algorithm starts processing 

CP using the measured symptoms and a combination of meas-

ured symptoms as depicted in Algorithm 1. For instance; if 

“Fever”:’Yes’, “BP”:’>=140/90’, and “Temperature”: 
‘<380c’ are the measured symptoms, then Algorithm 1 returns 

{ 

{“Fever”:’Yes’},  
{“BP”:’>=140/90’},  
{“Temperature”:’<380c’}, 
{“Fever”:’Yes’, BP”:’>=140/90’}, { 
“BP”:’>=140/90’, “Temperature”: ‘<380c’}, {“Fe-
ver”:’Yes’, “Temperature”: ‘<380c’},  
{“Fever”:’Yes’, “BP”:’>=140/90’, “Temperature”: 
‘<380c’} 

} 
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Figure 3: Naive Bayes vs Baseline Classifier Comparison  

 

Then, it generated the clinical pathways based on the output of 

Algorithm 1 (i.e. measured symptoms and combination of 

measured symptoms). To generate CPs: (I). Using the first 

measured symptom, generate all CPs in which the individual 

symptoms appear, (II). Ranking of CP was performed based on 

completeness and ranking parameters, (III). Pruning of the dy-

namic CP list was conducted, (IV). Tracing historical records 

and the Naive Bayes algorithm was employed for designing 

data-driven evidence, and (V). Proceed the above steps for the 

next measured symptom. Overall, the generated CP list was 

growing and shrinking based on the ranking and pruning pa-

rameters. An indicator (also referred as a gold standard and exit 

criteria) was adopted from the CGs and used for validating the 

generated CP. If the generated CP already found on the gener-

ated list, it will increment the frequency counter. Otherwise, it 

will add (or append) the generated CP in the generated list of 

CPs. Algorithm 2 and Figure 2 are depicted to illustrate the 

detail of CP processing. 

2.3 Ranking and Pruning CP 

Ranking and pruning were applied to the generated CP as 

shown in Algorithms 3 and 4. Ranking of CP provides a range 

of choices such as ranking the CP based on the evidence, prob-

ability, severity, or cost. Whereas pruning was performed to ad-

just the CP. If the generated CP list is empty, fall back on symp-

toms ranking and eliminate one, based on evidence. Otherwise, 

it will process the pruning based on the given parameters (i.e. 

CP completeness, CP value (not classified, referral or locally 

treatable), evidence, probability threshold and so on) and exit 

while fulfilling the indicator. It also displays an eventual warn-

ing in case of too much pruning. 

2.4 Tracing Evidence 

Pregnancy, childbearing, and family planning records from the 

Jimma Health-Center (Ethiopia) dataset was used for mapping 

and validating the knowledge-based CP. Data pre-processing 

including data cleaning, detecting missing and noisy values, 

and interactive data visualization, data transformation, and data 

encoding were applied to the health-center dataset. The dataset 

was a binary CP class (referral and locally treatable cases) with 

categorical attributes. The dataset contains a total of 63 attrib-

utes. NearMiss under-sampling, random oversampling, over-

sampling with SMOTE (Synthetic Minority Oversampling 

Technique), and SMOTETomek(combine over-and under-sam-

pling using SMOTE and Tomek techniques) algorithms were 

applied, experimented, and compared to handle the issue of data 

imbalance. Then, the Naive Bayes probabilistic technique was 

implemented and experimented for modeling historical records 

[23, 24, 27]. Naïve Bayes classifier was employed to explore 

the probability of features belonging to a CP class (either refer-

ral or locally treatable cases) besides the advantage and easy-

to-use feature. And, the result was compared with the baseline 

Dummy Classifier with “most_frequent” strategy such as ran-

domly predicts based on the most frequent label in the training 

set [23]. To train the CP model, a strategy of train_test_split 

(test size =0.25) and10-Fold cross-validation methods were 

adopted and compared. Accuracy, Matthews correlation coeffi-

cient (MCC), receiver operating characteristics (ROC), preci-

sion, recall, and F1-score were used to evaluate and measure 

the performance of the probabilistic CP model and suggest the 

greatest likelihood for validating the knowledge-based CPs. Fi-

nally, an algorithm for tracing evidence was designed. If the 

measured symptoms and evidence are found on the historical 

records, then it will load the pre-trained CP model and predict 

the CP. Otherwise; append the new measured symptoms on the 

historical records, re-train the model when the number of un-

seen historical record fulfills the expected threshold, and update 

the existing CP model.  

Results 

In this study, an automated CP algorithm was designed for in-

troducing dynamic and data-driven clinical pathways point of 

care instruments in LRS. A case study was conducted using 719 

“pregnancy, childbearing, and family planning” dataset rec-

ords. Naive Bayes experimentation on the original, over-

sampled with SMOTE, random oversampled, SMOTETomek, 

and under-sampled dataset were scored 84, 88, 81, 81, and 74% 

accuracy, respectively. Whereas the baseline dummy classifier 

with a strategy of the most frequent was scored 78, 46, 67, 67, 

and 45% accuracy, respectively. Figure 3 is depicted to illus-

trate the comparison of the baseline and Naive Bayes classifier 

accuracy. Information about the distribution of the CP class and 

the detailed result of the accuracy, MCC, precision, recall, and 

F1-score using original, under-sampled using NearMiss Algo-

rithm, random oversampled, random oversampled with 

SMOTE and SMOTETomek datasets are presented in Table 1. 

On our dataset, the accuracy of random oversampling and 

SMOTETomek was similar. Whereas Matthew's correlation 

coefficient (MCC) was 68% and 65% respectively.  We also 

Table 1: Experimental Result and Metrics 
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Table 2:  CP automation and processing methods  

made a comparison of train-test-split and 10-fold cross-valida-

tion techniques and the result is presented in Table 1. 

Discussion 

The present study was designed to address the existing chal-

lenges and implement a link between evidence and practice in 

LRS. Even though clinical pathways have been developed for 

decades and concentrated in the data-intensive environments 

and hospital settings, this paper attempts to deliver a hybrid de-

sign approach for introducing automated and data-driven clini-

cal pathways point-of-care instruments in primary healthcare 

settings. In LRS, paper-based instruments such as hard-copy 

CGs, patient card-sheets, and point of care charts are the main 

source of evidence. We have shown an automated and data-

driven CPs in LRS, with a well-chosen hybrid design method-

ology, can provide a multi-criteria decision output (concord-

ance table), ease of access, automated, interactive, and dynamic 

point of care instrument for assisting the frontline workers and 

their decision. Naive Bayes based probabilistic techniques were 

employed for tracing evidence from historical records and a 

promising result was found. The concordance table helps to ad-

just (or re-adjust) the decision priority of the CP. More infor-

mation on the comparison of different CP processing methods 

and systems are presented in Table 2. However, our comparison 

is restricted to the scope, goal, input methods, processing tech-

niques, and outcomes. Moreover, the proposed approach pro-

vides immediate access to deliver automated and dynamic clin-

ical pathways in LRS by tracing evidence from historical rec-

ords and dynamically map and validate the generated 

knowledge-based CPs. However, the case study dataset con-

tains minimum tuple records, imbalanced CP class (i.e. locally 

treatable and referral cases), and limited to validate and inves-

tigate a multi-disease CP generation.  
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Conclusions 

In LRS, the health systems require adaptable service for pro-

moting evidence-based decision. This paper brought a hybrid 

automated clinical pathway design by combining both 

knowledge-based and data-driven techniques. Combining the 

two approaches together may address the existing challenges in 

LRS and helps to promote the practice of evidence-based deci-

sions and enable automated clinical decision support instru-

ments. Our design has illustrated using 719 “pregnancy, 

childbearing, and family planning” dataset records from Jimma 

Health-Center (Ethiopia), and a promising result was found. In 

the end, a multi-criteria decision table output was presented to 

arrange (or re-arrange) the decision priority of the CP based on 

the measured symptoms and local context. Our approach was 

shown useful for the case study and expected to enhance the 

documentation of the care process and promote evidence-based 

health service provisioning. However, exploring large and ro-

bust dataset for different parameters and impacts including 

medication adherence, cost-estimation, and variation analysis 

as well as investigation of a multi-disease CP generation is war-

ranted.     
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